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THE PRACTICAL USES OF RISK THEORY

Moderator: ALASTAIR G. LONGLEY-COOK. Panelists: NATHAN H. EPSTEIN, JAMES C. HICK-

MAN, HARR Y H. PANJER

i. Basic concepts in non-technical l_uage.

2. Practical applications - there are some good ones.

3. _king the best use of actuarial students who know risk theory.

_. ALASTAIR G. LO[_I_Y-COd<: For the past year or so, I have been
involved in the consideration of a new actuarial mathematics textbook for

the Society syllabus. This textbook approaches the subject from a risk
theory oriented nature - it treats the parameters actuaries deal with
(mortality, interest, etc.) as random variables, not deterministic known
quantities. Therefore, risk theory is caught up in the _nole nature of
that book. Five chapters of it were implemented as a study note on the
Society syllabus last year.

_Jhile%Drking on this project, I came to realize that there existed a_ong
_mny actuaries what I shall label 'risk theory anxiety' - the actuarial
equivalent of high school level math anxiety. _ny actuaries, including
myself, do not feel very comfortable among stochastic processes. Several
actuaries asked me if we could have a panel discussion to explain sc_ne of
these concepts on a very practical level. Lyndon Cole, our Director of
Education, also suggested I put something together. So here we are.

_e have three experts to speak on the subject. The first is Harry Panjer.
Harry is Professor of Acroarial Science at Waterloo. He teaches risk
theory on an alr.ostdaily basis. He is also a consultant to insurance
con_arLies on risk theory matters. He is chairnmn of the Society's
Comrittee on Research, a member of the Co_rittee on _eory of Risk and the
author of many publications on risk theory topics in the Transactions and
the Astin Bulletin. His is a nmfe that is _Ii known to anybody who's
delved into risk theory.

Second is Nate Epstein, Chief Actuary for }bn_m_ental Life. He is also a
_en-ber of the Committee on the Theory of Risk and co-editor of a
soon-to-be-published monograph on mergers and acquisitions in which he says
there is absolutely no risk theory at all. Despite that, he is someone
_o, rlrrc_ghhis own iJ]terestand his work at various insurance cc_panies,
has used the theory, if not on a daily basis, then fairly regularly. He
trill bring perhaps a slightly less "academic" point of view to the
discussion.

The r/_irdspeaker - Jim Hickman - is Professor of Business and Statistics
at the University of _lisconsin. He is one of the authors of the new
actuarial textbook. He is therefore a co-author of the risk theory study
note. He is also an author of numerous publications on risk theory. I 'm
sure you have seen his nanm in the Transactions on a regular basis.
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Our recorder this m_rning is Glen }lazlett,good friend and colleague at
Aetna. _le'll be in charge of _mking sense of our ramblings later on.

Despite the fact that I am not an expert, and I am aware of the fact that a
little _lowledge is a dangerous thing, I would like to introduce the
topic. I shall then get out of the way.

_hat is risk theory? Our sl_akers this morning will s1_er that question
in their own ways. I am_visually oriented and so I tend to spe'_kthrough
pictures. Tnis is one that caught my eye. It was in Fortune magazine
about a year ago. (Illustration i) _Jhen I first saw it, it occurred to me
t_ac this is what risk theory is all about.

Actuaries tend to drive the train on the parallel tracks. %_emake certain
assumptim_s as to T_rtality, interest, persistency, expenses. Once those
are set, we plug th_ into our formulas or run our asset shares and _'re
all set. [bw, as long as those assunptions are correct, then the train
will run true, everythir@ is fine.

Ue are kid_ii_g ourselves, of course, _en we do that in today's
environ_ent. Ue are not on the parallel tracks. We are, in fact, ever
_er+oing into an increas_ variance fr(xnthose assur,:_)tions.'llhe f_rther
we go a_=y from _here _ are st_mding, the f_irther_ are to the t_e
horizon, the wider are rile possible variations from our assur,ptions.

So this is a good picture to ponder for somebody who has not been applying
risk theory as well as they might. They nmy be in the position of the
puzzled er_ineer standing next to the train trying to figure out w_nat to do
now.

In is rather like that time-worn joke about tJ_e actuary _no drowned trying
to cross the river that averaged 2 ft. deep. The reason _ny that joke
st111 6ets a sn_ileis because of the element ol truth that underlies it.
_ _rill indeed dr_m if we assu_,e that the average is what _e shall
experience.

_hy is it bec_nng increasingly important to recognize this? One reason is
interest rate volatility. Illustration 2 sho_ long-term interest rates
_easure_ every i0 business days during a very stable period, 1975-77.
(Illustration 2)
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UNCERTAINTY

Inflation and changing social values can create perplexing
problems for both insurers and reinsurers.

Old methods may not work. Changing times require
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ILLUSTRkTION 2

Aa Public Utility Bond
Interest Bates vs Time

(I0 business day intervals)
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I LDdeled it as a log-normal stochastic process - which fit very well. I
then looked at the next three years. (Illustration 3)
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ILLUSTRATION 3
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Fittingthe same log-normalcurve to those interestrates,I found the same
good fit but tl_estandarddeviationhad quadrupled.

We shall talk aboutdistributionsthismorning. We are not going to spend
a lot of time talkingabout the intricaciesof negativebinomialsand how
toderive the_,,but we are going to talkabout distributions. If you are
dealingwith a managerwho does not have a lot of mathematicalbackground,
he will not understandthe mathematicalunderpinningsof frequency
distributions,but he will understandcurves,at leastvisually. You can
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say to him 'This is what your earnings could look like', and concentrate on
that lower _ail. (Illustration 4)

ILLUSTRATION 4

A Normal Distribution of Earnings

f(x {Arabian)

Earnings x

This I would call a 'normal' distribution of earnings, lhe pun is
intended. I would also call it 'Arabian' after the one-humped camel, which
is _nowa as the Arabian carel. You mighn also, _hen talking to your
manager, refer to what I _m_ld call an 'abnormal' distribution of earnings
(or 'Bactrian' after _ two-humped camel). (Illustration 5)

ILLUSTRATION 5

An Abnormal Distribution of Earnings

0 Earningsx
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The_e are r.mnysituatio1_ _nere this night occur. One has to do with tax
risks. If you're pricing a line of business that relies on a particular
federal incoF,e tax treatment, the tax decision which the INS hands dora%
would put you elther here or there without a more likely spot in between.
So while the panelists will be talking about more rational types of
dlstributions, keep in mind that we have irrational ones, too.

_. H. H. P_I]ER: Thank you very r_ch, Alastair. We've split our
presentatlon into three parts. I guess I 'm going to give you the good
news, Date Epstein is going to give you the bad news, and our wise sage,
Jin_ Hickr_an, will probably give you the truth.

I. Introduction

Risk theory is a topic that has managed to terrify most actuarial students
who wrote the Society's Part 5 e_mmination since 1970. I wasn't one of
those. I mean 'I wasn't one of the group who wrote Part 5 since 1970', not
'I wasn't one of the group x&o were terrified'. I wrote Part 5 in 1969.
Risk theory was iroved to Part 5 in 1970, so I managed to dodge it
completely. There are n_y qualifications for speaking to you today.

I plan to discuss risk theory from several points of view. First, the role
of rmthematical model building. Second, s_ basic concepts of risk
theory. Tnlrd, the aspects of the insurance business to x_ich risk theory
can be applied successfully. Fouzth, the aspects of the insurance business
to which risk theory has not been applied very successfully in the past.
And lastly, how to get the most out of your young actuaries who know some
risk theory.

II. The Role of !_thematic_ }bael Building,.
A mathematical r_el is a representation of a set of mathematical
relationships that attempts to represent soKe phenanenon in the real
world. _qny people build nodels. %_e'veall heard about dozens of enormous
models of the UniDed States economy and we've also observed how well they
have _)rked for predicting even the short-term, let alone the long-term.
2his brings us to the nmjor point of why we would, in fact, even be
interested in building models. IDdels are used in s_e way to predict the
future course of events. The models are typically based on the past - that
is, a n_el is first constructed to fit past behavior of the phenomenon
under stuay. The model is then as_ to apply to the future. _kxJelsmay
also simply be based on a set of axioms or practises about certain
components or elements of the phenomenon under study. However, even in
this case, the past is normmlly relied upon to estimate the value of any
parameters in the model.

For exar4)le, reliability e_ineers or quality assurance engineers model
lifetimes of components or devices such as co_.puters or Boeing aircraft.
They n_x_el the lifet_e of the various components independently by either
conducting some kind of accelerated experlments on the co_ponent or
observing past failure times of t/lecompor_ent,and they then assemble these
models into a large _odel. They are typically interested in the time to
breakdown of the computer or the airplane, and they r_eke certain
probability statements about the survivorship of the device.
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Obviously, actuaries have been in this g_e nnch longer than reliability
engineers. Statements about probabilities of survivorship of hmmns have
been Fade since John Graunt's and Halley's studies of several centuries
ago.

So nodel building is not new to actuaries. Life contingencies _nbraces a
basic model. Ilowever, traditional life contingencies is based on a
deterministic rather dmn a stochastic nmdel. That is, the number of
deaths or disabilities in a particular year is assumed to be given exactly
by r/_emortality or morbidity table.

Risk theory deals with stochastic models. It attempts to model the
stochastic nature of some phenomenon. It attempts to provide better
answers to traditional questior_ as well as to provide answers to new
questiotm that are not answerable through traditional life contingencies.
For example, suppose you ask the question, 'Out of a group of l_n lives,
how ninny will die before age 31?'. The actuarial student will likely say
d . Clearly r/llSanswer is incomplete. A better answer would be, 'The
n_ber is a random variable with rile binomial distribution with expected

value d_n and variance dqo x P_n'" As soon as _ introduce rand_n
variabl_N, _'re using rink theoretic concepts.

Stochastic models describe behavior through systems of equations so that
analysis of the process under study can be done analytically. Also,
s_,mlatlon is used to assist in the evaluation of these models. The

r:_the_tician's version of a well-kno_m saying r/ght be, 'An equation is
worth a thousand ntmnbers'.

III. The Basic Concepts of Risk Theory.
The basic model of risk theory has not really changed very nmch since it
was first enunciated by Filip Lundberg in the first decade of this
century. Now I'm talking about what we call collective risk theory.
Parallel work was done by Erlange and Einstein in connection with modeling
of other phenomena at about the same time.

This basic _del is based on the Poisson distribution of the number of

clai_,_ arising in a fixed tinm period for a portfolio of risks. That is,
if you consider any period of time, the number of claims that arise in that
period of time is assumed to have a distribution called the Poisson
distribution.

_nch work in the 1920's end 1930's was devoted to methods of calculating
corresponding distributions of aggregate claims approx_nately. This was,
of course, long before the advent of computers.

The concept of ruin theory was also developed early in the century. It
attempted to measure the mnount of surplus and/or premium loading necessary
for a line of business to never be in a deficit position over a finite or
infinite tlme horizon.
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Development in the last few decades, and particularly in the last I0 years,
has followed these t_ thrusts. _hch work has been done to generalize the
Poisson claim frequency model, as well as to generalize the model used to
obtain ruin probability estimates. Indeed, each year since 1970 has seen
the publication of dozens of papers on risk theory almost exclusively in
the European literature. However, the basic concepts that were enunciated

by Filip Lundberg have not really changed very I_uch. Virtually all of the
theoretical work in risk theory was carried out by European actuaries
centered primarily in Scandinavian countries in the first half of the
century. Risk t_mory did not really capture the imagination of the North
American actuary until the 1960's, following the work of Dr. Paul Kahn, one
of oar own members. Currently, research work is being carried out around
the world. There are active researchers in such diverse countries as

Australia, Finland, Sweden, Dermmrk, Norway, Switzerland, the Netherlands,
Belgit_,i,Italy, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and of course, the
United States and Canada.

IV. _ere _CanRisk Theory Be Applied?
First of all, it should he said that risk theory should he viewed as only
one of the tools in the decision-nmking process of the actuary. Although
risk theory attempts to represent reality, it has not e_m_died many aspects
of the real world, such as market conditions.

Risk theory can be used to model the occurrence through time of events such
as the death of insured lives in a particular class, the onset of
disability in an individual, admission to hospital of an individual, the
occurrence of automobile accidents, fires in insured buildings, or of
earthquakes.

In each of the 'above,sc_e kind of claim-causing event occurs. The Poisson
distribution, _£nich is usually used to represent the frequency of such
events, can be replace_i or generalized in order to reflect observed
Irequencies, to reflect some uncertainty about the parameter values, or to
reflect some contagion or non-inoependence that may exist. The binomial
a_xlthe negative bino_Xal distributions are natural alternatives for
theoretical reasons, although many others exist.

•_ne second element that must be nDdeled in order to model the risk process,
is a distribution of the size of claims that occur. Currently more and
n_re work is being done to develop and analyze various models of claim size
distributions, or a_ casualty actuaries refer to it, claim severity. A
_orthcoming book sponsored by the Actuarial and Education Research Fund
will deal with some of these models.

The two elements described above, claim frequency and the claim size, are
then combined to study the distribution of the aggregated or total claims
in a fixed time period or to calculate ruin probabilities or related
quantities, such as net stop-loss insurance premiums.

Now to applications.
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The current life insurance r_rket is changing rapidly in North _nerica.
The prc¢ninence of temll life insurance i_ both the individual and group
r:mrkets,and the unbundling of the investment and mortality risks in
products such as universal life, have characterized the current market.
Risk theory is a tool that may be very useful in establishing how rmch
surplus is necessary to support blocks of this high mortality risk business
which does not have offsetting interest yield gains.

In Ceulada, valuation standards were nwdified in 1978. The new law allows
actuaries to use realistic assumptions and a great deal of flexibility in
valuing life insurance products. This means that there is very little
n_rgin in the reserves for any fluctuations in various factors. Risk
theory is a useful tool in establishing contingency reserves or, as we call
it in Can'_da,appropriated surplus, for any block of business, at least
with respect to the mortality and morbidity risks. In fact, in some
Scandinavian countries, solvency standards for insurance business are set
out directly J_l texas of risk theoretic concepts.

Risk theory is also invaluable in 1,_nakingal_nst any decision in the area of
group insurance, particularly when expe_ience rating and stop-loss or
excess-of-loss pooling arran_er_nts are involved. _bst calculations
involving group insl/ranceshould become a I_mtter of routine for insurers of
all sizes, and without the use of _bnte Carlo 1_ethods.

Risk theory is a useful tool in establishing an insurer's retention limit.
In retention studies using risk theory, the actuary _my be able to provide
answers to questions such as, 'What are the chances tlmt claims will be
more than $5-million in excess of _£nat_e expect if _a raise our retention
li,nitto $2-_0illionper life, or $1-million per life, or $500,000 per
life?' .

Lastly, rlsk theory has recently been used to model the gains and losses of
pension plans, although this application has not yet reached this
contLnent.

As you c_ imagine fron_ the list of possible irons that I've given you,
alr,_stany decision in an insurance company regarding the risk being
insured can involve some application of risk theoretic concepts. Except
for direct applications in group insurance, risk theory is used in raking
broad management decisions necessary to operate effectively as an insurer.
Using zisk theory and its specialists may not increase sales or
profitability immediately for a particular company, but it may assist in
the overall management of risks.

V. Where Risk Theory Has Not Been Successfully Applied

Currently the single most important risk of an insurer is a risk of yield
rates or inves_-_d assets falling and the risk of depreciaeion of asset
values; in other words, the risks associated with the asset side of the
balance sheet. Only recently -have papers been written that deal with such
n_aelin_ using risk theory. Even such papers i_ke use of quite restrictive
assunptions anu it is difficult to accept the basic tenets of the models
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and the resultant conclusions obtained from the use of the models.

However, the models are a significant step in the right direction. One of
the basic differences of the asset side from the liability side is that
risks on the asset side are not nearly as diversifiable as they are on the
liability side. Several insurers can get together and pool or share risks
to the nTatual benefzt of all concerned - that is, risks associated with
r_ortalityor [.orbidity. This is because it is assumed that the risks are
inaeperment or that a low degree of dependency exists _nong risks.

This is not true for the stock market. A particular stock's performance
over tine is correlated with the appropriate market index and with the
performance of other insurers' stocks. If a share of value falls for one
c_npany, s"harevalues tend to fall for all cc_panies. Risks are not
reduced by pooling arrangerents to nearly the sa1_ extent that they are for
accidents or ot/lerrisks. Whether t/lereis a future in this kind of

pursult, I'm not sure. Perhaps persons in the audience would have some
iOeas on this topic.

VI. How to Best Use Students Dho Know Some Risk Theory
In the future, actuarial students _zilll_qowmuch m_re about probability,
statistics in general, and about risk theory in particular, than his or her
superiors. This is due in part to the upgrading of statistics, operations
research, life contingencies, and risk theory currently under _ay in the
associateship syllabus of the Society.

Having been grounded in probability concepts, most students should have a
good grasp of risk theory to the extent that it's covered in the new
syllabus of Part 5. This syllabus provides a theoretical franework for the
subject but does not specifically address a lot of applications. This is
appropriate since the associateship syllabus is meant to cover theory
rather than practice. Any new associate with no perspective on corporate
or clients' problems will not likely he particularly creative in applying
risk theory to provide meaningful solutions to broad problems.

It should be stressed that risk t/_eoryis only one of the tools that a
company nmy use in addressing a problem. Hence, any manager should not
expect r_lat a student well-grounded in probability, statistics, and risk
theory will be able to provide complete answers. The key to useful
application of risk theory lies in a teen oriented problem solving
approach. Teen members _zithdifferent perspectives on the problem under
study must be able to agree on a common formulation of the problem in order
to begin to apply any available theory. The young actuarial student with
good technical skills will then be able to assist in solving the
_ell-_orn.ulatedproblem. The student must also, of course, be able to
communicate the concepts of risk theory and the details of his work in a
non-ted_nical way. This, of course, requires that the student understand
the concepts arm perspectives of his superiors and this, in turn, requires
r_hathe or she be closely involved in the formulation of the problem. This
kind of learning environment will provide excellent management training for
the stuaent since he or she will gain insight into the nature of
large-scale corporate problems and approaches to the solution of such
problems.
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As our keynote spe'd<er,Dr. Labovitz, said on Monday morning, many of you
are going to have to accept the fact that you will be managing students _o
are in some senses s_rter than you. They will be the high tech kids _no
read the latest technical articles and computer literature and use jargon
you Imve heard but do not necessarily understand. As Dr. Labovitz pointed
out, participative management seems to be the key to good management and
effective use of these kinds of hlgh tech resources.

1_ne_orld of insurance is becoming increaslngly cc_plex. More and more
cor_@licatednrydels_ill be required to deal with future problerr_s.The
actuary is the professional with the most skills to address these
problenm. _ nmst take up the challenge of the future by using the talents
of today and tomorrow effectively.

_i_.IDNGLEY-COOK: k_nankyou, Harry. I hope that those with high teeh
students will use them as a very valuable resource. Nate Epstein will now
glve us a slightly different perspective.

_. IgT_ h'.EPSTEIN: "The subject of risk theory has been so bedeviled

by elaborate r_ther:atics that the ordinary practicing actuary tends to
ignore the whole subject and rely on his instinct." This staterent was
i:mde in 1947 by the British actuary, F. _i.Redington, in a discussion of
Irvm_g Rosenthal's classic paper, "L_&ts of Retention for Ordinary Life
Insurance." What P_. Re'dington said in 1947 has much application today, 35
years later; however, there are s_m very important differences which I
will discuss in due cc_rse.

In preparing for this panel, I did an informal survey of practicing
actuaries to determKne the current state of affairs with respect to
practical applications of risk theory. I had expected to bring this
audience a catalog of various applications and, indeed, I do have such a
catalog. But as risk theory is the study of deviation from the expected, I
think it's more important to first report on the current mood - the pulse
ana the attitudes of practicing actuaries on the subject of risk theory.

I started r,_ survey by calling on the telephone. Without exception the
conversation had three stages. The dialogue was something like this:
EPSTEIN: Hil I'm on a panel to discuss risk theory at the Washington
meeting, ann I'd like your help by getting what you're doing in your shop
on risk theory." I was met first of all with humor. SURVEYEE: "Gee,
sorry to hear that, _te. How did that happen?" EPSTEIN: '_ell, I got
'Kahne_1' into it by Paul Kahn, our Chairman of the Committee on Theory of
Risk." SURVEYEE: "_¢no else was on the panel?" EPSTEIN: "The moderator
is Alastair Longley-Cook." SURVEYEE: "Not 'the' Longley-Cookl" EPSTEIN:
"No, but his son." "Jim llicknmn and Harry Panjer." SURVEYEE: "Boy,
you're going to need a lot of helpI"

However, "after the humor, came the apologetic stage - "well, I'm no real
expert." "It's kind of theoretical" - "it's elaborate." Note the term
"elaborate," the s_me term that _. Redington used. "We should be doing
n_re." "I can reco_r_end you to s_re people." I'm not an egghead as you
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know." "I an not really that good at hrgh-powered troth." "I have trouble
figuri,lgout the difference between random and _on-random, but we have this
actuarial student - very bright guy - no personality, but I think he can
help you on it."

The third stage was, "well, we don't have anything really sophisticated,
but we do have sone applications." Indeed, I received a lot of material
fr_n these practicing actuaries. It's interesting to note that internal
company mer:_son risk theory applications, written for a nontechnical
audiexlce,were very clear.

The r:oodarouns the country of practicim4_actuaries was one of recognizing
the usefulness of risk theory, apology that they didn't kno_ enough and the
feeling that more needed to be done!

Nonetheless, the list of applications was large. So, getting hack to _.
Reaington's con_ent on the Rosenthal paper, risk theory is not being
%snored in 1982; it is alive, well, and getting stronger.

I think we have to ask ourselves why r_hereare applications today. %/ny
isn't rlsk theory being ignored today? In order to answer that question we
r_ast define a practical application. A practical application is the
solution of a problem.. _'nereare four criteria for the problem. First,
you rmst recognize that you have a problem. The recognition that a problem
exists is most fundamental. Secondly, you must be able to forty,late that
problem - to state it precisely. Thirdly, you have to determine whose
problem it is? Is it the insurance industry's problem? Company
nmnagement's prohlen1? The goverr_ent's problem? Then you must get
involved with the appropriate bodies. If it's an industry-wide problem,
the Society's Cc_nittee on Theory of Risk prepares a response. If it's
c_npany management, you have to get senior management involved. The fourth
criterio_ is that resources exist that can be allocated to the solution of

the probl_u.

Today the four criteria are being met. Today conditions exist that make
solutions to the problems nmch more practical. First of all, what didn't
exist in 1947 and does exist today is computer hardware. Anyone involved
with computers kno_ how powerful they are. Secondly, we have some very
powerful languages - the APL language, _ilich was introduced to actuaries by
the late David Halnmtad, makes it very easy to program complex equations.
Thirdly, the multi-line company has become more common today than it was in
the past, and, With it, is the influence of the property/casualty actuaries
Who are trained in risk theory. In addition, other disciplines, such as
investment, nmrket research, operations research and systems design have
all aided in nmking technical applications nuch more respectable, l_ also
l_ve the trained human resources Within the Society to _om Harry referred.

What are some of the applications that are being used today? First of all,
let me aifferentiate between what I call product line applications and
management applications. The senior management in stock life companies is
vitally concerned with GAAP earnings. The Society's Conmittee on Theory of
Risk produced a nmnograph on adverse deviation. The SOFASIM model was
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oeveloped for the cc_,_ittee and glves any actuary who wants to test his
GAAP asst_iptions a powerful tool. Unfortunately, it isn't widely used as
yet. But I believe as tir,_goes by, and perhaps wid_ a little r_re
ex])osiEion, it will begin to be used more widely. I can't think of any
more practical application or n_re useful application for management.
Secondly, utility theory is belng used in market research. This is an area
_ere trained _mrket researchers get together with actuaries to reach the
_arketplace. As Peter Drucker has said - business' primary goal is to
"create a custur._er''- and uses of utility theory in market research are
very frultf_l. A third area is the whole area of surplus management -
solve_cy, surplus allocation, and mininml surplus requir_aents. The fourth
area is investment r.mnag_nent of ccmpany portfolios and pension plan
portfolios.

Product im_e applications are broken into tilreecategories: l) pricing, 2)
cla_ oistribution and 3) s¢_ivency of the line. An especially active area
is the group health line. The group ar_uity line needs attention; and as
ilarry said, that is begi_ling to be done. In reinsurance there ar_
pr_ra_.'_sto _o stop-loss and catastrophic risk pricing. In life insurance,
more sophisticated pricir% mc_els are being developed, lhe Society of
Actuaries C2 risk ccm*.itteeis studying the risk of in_dequate pricing in
this very competitive enviror_ent. Concerning health insurance, the risk
of hec_xnn_ngdisabled today for a person between ages 25 and 65 is three
t_es as great as dying. That risk, therefore, is becoming an inportant
one in personal f_m,cial planni_lg. As a result, the companies that are
specializing in disability inc_:e are using risk theoretical n_xlels to co_e
out with some very fine, sharp pricing. Of course, in the
property/casualty line of business, n_ch has been done. One need only read
the Casualty Society's publications to see that t_ey really are ahead of
us. One area that hasn't used risk theory is the social insurance area.
With the Social Security sltuation, I think that's one area that is ripe
lot the appl_cation of risk theory.

While nmch work has been in the field of insurance products, a major
_,_pediment to future progress lies in the fact that the mathematics is
still "elaborate" as Mr. Redington said. The practicing actuary is
uncomfortable with it. The root of the problem lies in the dichotomy of
nature of actuarial work m_ the nature of those who write nmth_atics
texts.

In their classic text on Monte Carlo n_thods, Han_ersly and Handscomb point
out a new way to classify nmthematicians. The old way classified them as
"pure" ana "applied". l_rsly and Handscomb classify thsn as "the
theoretical" and "the experimental." "Theoretical" and "experimental" are
independent of _/%ether the objective is pure or applied. Theoreticians
seduce conclusions from postulates whereas experimentalists infer
conclusiuns from observation. It is the difference between deduction and

induction. Actuaries are basically experimentalists and induction-type
mat_ematleians. _ch of the current literature on risk theory has,
however, been written by the theoretician in foz_.mldeductive language.
%_%at is needed to overcome "this bedevil[__nt of elaborate mathematics," of
which Redington spoke, is good elaboration, good elucidation, and good
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exposition by induction-type mathen'aticiana la Polya and r_ycolleagues on
the panel.

At the student level, I think tle Society has already made great strides.
The new study note is a real step forward in terms of going towards better
elaboration. I read the text ana I didn't have as much trouble as I

thought I would with it. It's a very good text. Chapter i deals with
utilzty theory - the theoretical basis for the proposition that insurance
systenm will increase the total welfare. The chapter on individual risk
n_dels is vmitten in clear language. The two chapters on the collective
risk model are well motivated _a_ replete with examples. The applications
chapter which, by the w_ay, deals widl t_o casualty applications - fire
insurance and auto physical aamage, and two applications that the life
insura_iceactuaries would be rare fmniliar with - short-tena disability and
hospital insurance - were very tall done ana point out that the core of
actuarlal mathematics is risk theory. I think we've made great progress at
the student level.

At the post-fellowship level, n_0remast be done. I think we need some
readip_ lists, annotated bibliographies, more expository writing on an
intrc_uctory level. There's a very fine text - The }luebner Foundation
_bnograph 8 - "An Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Risk" by Hans
U. Gerber. It's very good in the sense that he boils down the mathematics
to three chapters - Distribution Theory, Stochastic Processes and
llartlngales. It's a little heavy - and it's formal -ana it's theoretical
_n that it's deductive, but at least you have three chapters that really
say zt all wirll the balance of the book being applications. If somebody
_Duld write those chapters from an inductive point of view, with a lot of
n_)tivatlon, I think De would greatly aid the practicing actuary.

Professionally, the Society's Com_ttee on the Theory of Risk has published
a very fine monograph on adverse deviation. It has on its 1983 agenda: i)
pension modeling, 2) a theory of risk hearing that will develop a taxonomy
of risk, and 3) the Society's C2 risk. I look forward to the publication
of well written monographs on the results of these researches.

In suar_ary,the practicing actuary has not ignored risk theory in the
t11irty-five years since _. Redington made his re,hark. This has been due
to the recognition that problems needed to be solved, commitments for
resources were trade,and computer technology and knowledgeable people were
available for finding solutions. Yet the mathematics is still elaborate so
that good exposition is now necessary more than ever before. The Society
has made progress for pze-feliowship students with the new study note. A
clear, lucid text for the practicing actuary still needs to be written. It
should fill the gap between the study note and Hans Gerber's very fine
text. I leave -thatchallenge to my very able colleagues on the panel.

I_. IOI_LEY-CO_K: I _ould like to second Nate's c_nts on the risk

theory study note which I find an excellent introduction to those who are a
little rusty. As he mentions, utility theory leads it off, then you
quickly get into the kinds of applications that Nate _rated. Your
students will be familiar with this material (or they will at least be
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tested on it). If you can spend sc_ tir.ewith the subject material
yourself and look into some of the other source books Nate mentioned, I
think you'll find it well _rth your time. As I mentioned, one of the
co-authors of that stuay noce and the actuarial mathematics textbook is
_ith us this norning and that is Jim Hickman.

I. Ille Singularity of Risk Theory
Risk ttleory is the singular point of actuarial science. This proposition
has a corollary. _"%mt is, risk theory is what prevents actuarial practice
from beLr_ a subset of accounting, life office management or some other
business occupation. Of course, I do not mean that risk theory is for all
practicing actuaries the t_ost important of t/leftintellectual tools. That
clearly is not the case. }forever, when one attempts to state with
precision the core of actuarial science, one comes very close to a
definition of risk theory, l_e_/ght have, risk theory (actuarial science)
is the cotzstructlonof moGels by _ich deviations from expected financial
results can be studied. These nndels 1:myalso serve as guides to
organizing anu nmnaging ins_irance systems to reduce the adverse
consequences of these deviations.

2. History
To s0nm, risk theory is the study of the compound Poisson process, i"_isis
a narro_ view and is not in confon_ity with the history of the developl:ent
of actuarial science. A raathenmtics of life contingencies in which
pre_itw,s and reserves en_rge naturally from the requirex.mnt that the
expected present value (actuarial present value) of future losses (claims
less premiums) plus reserves equal zero, was developed in Europe in the
nineteenth century. Seal's book (4) provides references by _ich one can
trace this aevelopnent.

Althou_h I cannot prove my conjecture, I have been intrigued by the fact
that the methods and vocabulary of individual risk theory, as developed in
Europe in the last century, reappear in statistical decision theory which
has ueveloped during the past forty years. That is, both statistical
decision theory and inaividual risk theory start with the formulation of a
loss function which is called a risk i_unctionin decision theory and the
value of a squared loss function which is called mean squared risk in
classical individual risk theory. Within both theories the goal is to
control, and perhaps minimize, the risk (expected loss). Abraham l_ald (5)
was one of the founders of statistical decision theory. He was a Hungarian
who cane to t/_aUnited States in the late 1930's. I have suspected for a
long time that he picked up s_e of the ideas for statistical decision
theory from the earlier individual risk theory, which was well known in
central European universities.

The story of the alt_st simultaneous development of the ccmpound Poisson
process as a model for an insurance company by Lundberg and as a model for
a telephone exchange by Erlange is well known. The parallel and almost
independent development of risk theory and queueing theory for many years
and their later mutually beneficial exchange of ideas has been a favorite
topic of Seal (4).
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3. Non-use

If risk t_teory is the singular aspect of actuarial theory and if it has a
long and rich intellectual history, why has its impact on the daily
practices of actuarial science been so small? This valid question does not
have a simple ans_mr. _ response will be organized as three separate
points.

(a) Technological. Computing second m_ments (variance) in addition
to first moments (expected values) of actuarial loss functions
involves more ccn_utation. Until recently the practice of actuarial
science _as restricted by the cost of c¢_nputation. _i_ny of the
ccmputing formulas and approximations have been such an important part
of actuarial practice that it is easy to believe that these
canputational methods are the essence of the science. Today we are
largely free of the constraint of computational cost. _ can return
to first principles and begin to model the distribution of losses.

(b) F_ucational. Despite the fact that the rudiments of risk
theory, including tim host useful aspects, are accessible to those
with basic training in mathematical statistics, it has only been in
recent years that risk theory has been included in the prescribed
study program for actuaries in North _mrica.

(c) Theoretical. Almost from th_ beginning of risk theory,
insurance executives have asserted that building models to study
ran_om deviations of clainm experience from that which is expected
does not provide answers to their most pressing problems. In a _rd,
random deviations are almost never the cause of the insolvency of an
insurance organization. Of course, this criticism is potentially
devastatir_. It is acknowledged that elements of the criticism remain
valid. However, there are several counter points which need to be
r_mde. First, because a satisfactory theory for a global problem does
not exist, one should not use this as an excuse for not employing the
best available model for an important component of the problem.
Second, recent technological (competing) and theoretical advances have
considerably broadened the scope of risk theory. For example, the
assumption that periodic insurance gains are mutually independent
randem variables, _qich was required in earlier developments of bounds
on the probability of ruin at so_e future time, has now been relaxed.
For a development of a bound where it is assumed that gains follow an
autoregressive moving average process, see Gerber (2). Another
example of recent advm_ces is the combination of stochastic models for
interest and claim processes as sho_m by Panjer and Bellhouse (3).

4. Example
I _uld like to present a case study on the application of risk theory in
the r_mnagenent of a small insurance system. The case is remarkably
slmple. It bears almosu no resemblance to a company engaged in several
lines of business. However, the ideas are applicable to nmnaging
particular groups or lines of business that are part of a larger business.
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_e basic facts are as follows:
a. Identification

University Faculty Association, University of __sconsin Syst_n,
a_inistered by National Guardian Life Insurance Company.

b. __nbers

Appr_imately 12,800 faculty and academic staff of the
University of Wisconsin Systc_n. Active faculty and academic
staff are r,embers as a condition of employment. Former faculty
and staff may remain as rembers by paying premiu_m.

c. Actuarial basis

Each rmm_er pays $124 per year. The individual loss function
for a nmmber age x is

L = 0 - 24, il life survives,
x

= B - 24, if life dies.x

The equivalence principle yields

Bx = 24/qx

and

Var(Lx) = (Bx)2pxqx = (24)2px/qx .

d. Current information (approxim_te)
Scheduled anoint of i_urance in force $290,000,000
One-yearterm uividend i16_000_000

$406,000,000
Assets $ ii,900,000

e. _mgement goal
To provide the maximum amount of temn insurance protection for
the fixed prer_&_ subject to the continuance of the association.
Therefore, the basic benefit schedule, or d_e one-year term
insurance (_ividend, is changed when it can be done consistent
with the goal of survival.

f. Probability of ruin
(i) One year ahead

Var(s_x) = (24)x(sum(24/qx)Px)

(24)x(smount of insurance)

.5 _ 98,700(Var(su_Lx))

If it is assumed that total loss (sumL) has an approximate
nor_ml aistribution, the probability t_at annual losses, in
excess of annual premium, will exceed

u = (2.58)x(98,700)/(255,000)
is less than .005.
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(ii) Infinite tine horizon
It will be assumed that annual gains are independently and
identically distributed. The probability of ruin at some ti_e in
the future is equal to or less than exp(-uR) where u is the
current risk reserve and R is the positive square root of

_(-R) = 1.

In this expression, _(t) is the moment generating function of
annual gains. In the case of a _odel with a negative binomial
distribution of n_nber of claims and individual claim _ounts

_¢itha gar_m distribution, an approximation for life insurance
has been obtained by An*neter (I). The u is set so that the
probability of ultnnate ruin is less than .005. The resulting
fo_.mla is

u= (.025/a)pt+ (8/a)Sl,

where pt is expected losses (net premium) with the safety
loading, a is the fraction of expected clairs devoted to the risk

r_serve, and SI is the average claim anount. In this case,
p = 300,000, SI is approximately 16,800 and

u = (141,900)/a.

The followir_ table can be constructed.

a u
.........................

.05 2,838,000

.I0 1,419,000

.20 567,600
•50 283,800

Since most of the interest income on the assets, of
approximately $1,900,000, is available for addition to the risk
reserve, it is clear that the surplus is adequate to _stain the
present benefit scale•
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1_. LONGLEY-COLK: Thank you, Jim. That case study I find intriguing. As
Jim says - it's a microcosm. If you're dealing in a large corporate
structure, that same probl_ in slightly different forms is becoming
increasingly more important. As surplus is strained further and further,
and as managers are being asked to drive r/heirsurplus harder aDA harder, I
think the type of _rk that Jim has outlined for us will become more and
more part of our daily lives.

Since our panelists have kept very diligently to their schedule, I would
like to take a couple of minutes to talk about an application that I found
to be very helpful to me in my work, and then open it up for questions.

As Nate said, with an inductive approach, you start out with a problem -
the problem I was facing _s to try to measure the profitability of various
different lines of business. Looking ahead, if you take the risk theory
approach, yDu don't have different expected earnings nu_nbers,you have
dlfferent distributions of possible earnings. Here are three at which we
m_ht be looking. (Illustration 6)

ILLUSTRATION 6

ThreeDfstr_but_onsof"Earn_ncjs

f(x C

0 Earnings X

If we're choosing between two different products, or two different lines of
business, B and C, than the decision would not be very difficult.
Obviously, with the higher mean and the _naller standard deviation, it's
not too hard to go with C if ycu were given that choice. The choice
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between A and C is also fairly routine. And frankly, that's what most

people look for - 'Which has the higher expected value of earnings?'. The
usual manager_entgoal, if you can put it down mathematically, is to
II_imize Ehe expected value of earnings.

However, if you were give_z the choice between A and B - the choice becomes
a little more difficult. Does the h_her mean of B compensate for the
greater standard deviation?

The choice that managers face all the time is the choice between A and B.
How you deterndne which one to take is really wedded to your degree of risk
aversion. In order to get a handle on your degree of risk aversion,
utility theory provides you with a r_thematical discipline. Usually you
have to make various assumptions to use it, but it is better to build on
the sand than the void.

Now, the usual way to measure prospective earnings is by the use of some
rate of return, such as ROSHE, return on shareholder's equity. If you're
using it prospectively, you should talk in terms of its expected value,
because you don't know what it is yet. (Illustration 7)

ILLUSTRATION 7

E(_OSHE)=
U

where,_ = expected earnings for the line of business,

u = surplus allocated to the line.

Using that concept, we -haveexpected value of earnings divided by the
surplus which is allocated to that line (or if you're talking about an
entire cgmpany, the entire surplus).

As you can see, we are still on the two parallel tracks. We are still
looking at only expected values and trying to maximize them. It is true
rahatif the surplus has been allocated properly, there will be more surplus
in _ d_tor if the variance is expected to be greater than for other
lines. That will drag down youz E(ROSHE) and adjust for risk. But often
the allocation of surplus is driven by other considerations, not
necessarily completely in line with the actual risk of that particular line
of business.

Bringing utility theory to bear on the problem, we bring the effect of
these variations directly into the numerator. If the campany is risk
averse then each additional dollar is worth less. Conversely, as it gets
poorer and poorer, it is more and more concerned about each dollar it
loses. (Illustration 8)
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ILLUSTRATION 8

Risk Averse Utility Curve

Utility

U(x)

Wealth x

If we now map our earnings distribution through that curve so that instead
of taking expected value of earnings, we take d_e expected value of the

of earnings, we bring into play the effect of variations. _ can
at a concept I've coined RF/_iE for risk equivalent return on

shareholder's equity. It calculates the risk-free investment rate to which
our rate of return is equivalent on a utility basis. In other words, given
a choice bet-_en investing in that line of business, or investing in
totally risk-free investments, what would be the equivalent risk-free
return on a utility basis? (Illustration 9)

ILLUSTRATION 9

2

REROSHE : _-i a(9"
U

The result, making some s_aplifying asstmptions, turns out to be quite
meaningful. You get your expected value of ROSHE back again, but you're
subtracting out what I call a risk-adjustment factor, which is dependent
upon the variance (that makes sense because the greater the variance, the
more it would drag down your equivalent ROSHE) and it's also dependent upon
a - your degree of risk aversion (the concavity of your utility curve).

This allows you to set risk margins; it allows you to decide which line of
business is indeed the better one in which to be; and make decisions of
that nature.
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It also allow you to get a "handleon _41atyour value of a is. One of the
reasons utility theory has not been used very much is tha_ it's very hard
to detem,ninejust how risk averse a company is. Through use of REROSHE and
looking at what the cc_pany has been doing in the past, you can get a
handle on just how risk averse it has been and, therefore, make sor._e
projections based on that value of a.

I _mve written a paper on REROSHE, and I'ii be glad to send it to anyone
who sends in their business card. I anlhoping that it will be used as a
rmnagement tool to help us analyze business risks and make decisions.

I am very grateful to the three panelists who have spoken this morning. At
this point, I shall entertain questions fran the audience.

_. DONALD D. 00DY: I'm a consulting actuary but, laore importantly, I'm
the Chairman of the Society's Committee on Valuation. The most serious
problem facing the industry today is the determination of the contingency
surplus neeOed for the various risks of each insurance company. This
problem is _ortant, not only because it deals with the solvency and
viability of insurance companies, but also because we are under a very
tight time schedule brought upon us by the economic environment. It is
very likely that valuation actuaries will be given the responsibility of
looking at the extant to which asset and liability durations are _tched.
If we don't accomplish that, I would anticipate that the regulators will
move up the level of reserves, freezing out the flexibility that insurance
companies will have by the very existence of surplus where the dollar has
_mny uses, rather t/ranbeLng locked up in reserves. So this Committee has
the responsibility of developing the knowledge and seeing that the
education of actuaries is developed and guiding the Acade_ay and Technical
Advisory Comnittees of the AIC in the utilization of this knowledge.

The area covered is k_o_n as the CI, C2 and C3 risks. CI risk is the risk
of defaults in bonds or the variations in the stock market. C2 risk is the

risk of inappropriate pricing assumptions. (13risk is the risk of changes
in the interest envirorm__nt.

About all you can do is try to keep ctlmpanies away from the edges. There
are ways of doing that. The way we approach this is to run very large
co_uter prograns, either for individual products or for whole companies
consisting of single products through a complete universe of interest
scenarios. There's no way of indicating the distribution of economic
conditions. You can look at the past and you can form judgT_nts as to how
bad it can get - I think it has more chance of getting worse than it has of
getting better.

This all reminds me of the great heyday of operations research during the
Second Worlu _r, when the tin.efranewas very short, the problem was very
i_portm_t, and we had the best academic minds in the country working on the
problem and we did the best we could. It was pretty good indeed because we
didn't have time to do it too elaborately.
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rifleC2 risk can be handled with respect to death benefits. You also get
into r_edical care and disability income and some of the casualty area. The
theory may not be very bad because you have _ild cards there -
catastrophe-type risks like inflation and the tendency of the federal
soverrment to shift medical costs to the private sector, l_ehave all the
theory we need _i_ the part that can be handled stochastically and the wild
cards have to be handled in the best way we can; deterministically, if you
_ii.

The CI risk can be handled deterministically - this method is credible
because your investnent officers do it. They determine the si_unt of money
they need for t_leru_i from irrecoverable losses from bend and mortgage
defaults _ real estate, co_m_i stocks, and so on. You can also develop a
stochastic model - it's dominated by the _ild card - the one great cla_
like a depression into which you fall. But you can equate the wild card to
_£natyou get deterministically and get some idea of the variation, _ich is
very comforting.

The point I'm lr_akin_ is ti_t there's a risk that you can handle by
traditional theory in the life insurance area. Those things can be handled
if you know that they can be handl_J. The others - you have to do the best
you can.

i_ow, the problem t_mg I have talked to a nunber of you about and which I
still present to you, is that you have a combination of stochastic risks,
catastrophe risks, and deterministic risks, some of which are determined by
a universe of scenarios. In order to put th_n together to get a total
surplus need, you nmst have some idea of the probability law we are talking
about. Despite the fact that the theory doesn't all_ for this, _ must do
it, ariawe must do it quickly as well as we can.

So this is the kind of probl_r_ that we face - risk theory is indeed very
valuable - in s_ne things you have to use judgment because they're wild
cards and depend upon political influences. At any rate, I thought I'd put
tLmt cut on the table as the real world today for your consideration.
Perhaps you'd like to co,rent on it.

_R. I_LEY-COLK: The work of the CI, C2 and C3 Risk Task Forces is

bringing up considerations that have not been addressed. Jim's example and
Harry's meti_od of deter_,d_ning surplus are each a n_crocosm. We have too
long considered surplus as being free surplus, something that we could take
out at any time. }k_ever, if you follow tlmough the risk theory
_thodology or do the stochastic nwdeling, you find it is very necessary -
an inseparable part of tim financial structure. Trying to get a handle on
how big surplus should be in relation to your risks is what those task
forces axe all about and indeed what a lot of risk theory is all about.

_i_.ALI_ BR_ER: _ impression is that one of the main reasons we're
here is to discuss t_e fact that risk theory exists and in fact can be
used. In particular, I'm concerned with this whole question of students
and of how managers will use them. There's an analogy here. There are
still many nmnagers around who are not terribly comfortable with ccmputers,
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but at least they P_ow what the computers can do for them today. A lot of
people "havelear_ed that they don't have to know how to treecc_puters to be
able to manage people who can produce the answers.

I think that risk theory has reached that stage where managers have to find
out what techniques are around - what kinds of problenm they can solve.
The managers in _act know their o_m problems. Xhe rest of the job is to
_ind se1_ebody %_io has some technical ability. I don't thi[_ a manager has
to understand the nathen_tlcs. He just needs confidence that he knows what
his proble_.sare and that hopefully there are mathematical techniques
arou_, and his job is to hire people _ho can find and use those
techniques. The students _e produce wouldn't know the models, but they
ought to know the problems. They also won't have any sense most of the
tingeas to really how good the models are. The whole idea then is to train
the stL_dent to appreciate the model and train the manager to appreciate the
kinds of answers he can get. The changes that are coming up in the
syllabus in operations research, statistics, and risk theory tell me that
people are going to have all kinds of technical resources around their
companies and tJmy should use them. They should just appreciate that the
resources are there and have the courage to use them without necessarily
u_Jerstan_ing the mathe_atics behind them.

_R. HI(I_: I _uldn't want to argue with you but I think your computer
analysis is liberal. There have been billions of dollars _asted in
_mrican business because top manager:enteither undersold or underestimated
the profound _apact computers could have or they underestimated the
conplexity of creating the computer programs. The next generation of
nmnagers has to be much more acquainted _ith probabilistie methods and
probabilistic ways of thought, or they're sunkl They won't be able to
effectively use these vibrant people you're talking about and they should
not take it cozpletely on trust. They've got to ask some of the right
questions. They cannot be experts at programming, nor experts in
probability and statistics, but we've got to raise that level of general
nmnagemmnt understanding. I th_k your _le of computers is a good
one. _ wasted a lot of money in A_erican business because the top people
didn't un_ersnsn_ what those computers could do for us.

}_R.BRENDER: I agree. I think that the new syllabus will produce the kind
of people chat you're talking about. I'm just much more concerned with
what happens in the next 5-10 years before those people are really out and
_oing t_e managing. _ need to have people today using _at's available.

_i_. EPSTEIN: I'd just like to content that I get turned off when I hear
the phrase 'managers don't have to know'. I recently read a study that
reports that 15% of the Fortune 500 CEO's are Ph.D's. I think 90% have
l_sters degrees. You only "haveto he acquainted with some CEO's, for
exa_le, L. E. Coldstone of Eastern Gas & Fuel and Dr. _$ang of Wang
Coaputers, to see that managers have to |_ow. I think the real lesson is
that those who don't know _n't be _qnagers for long. _at has happened in
tl_is industry is that we must be sharper.
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_fik.HAROLD N. LUND: One thing that was just briefly touched on today is
the contagion element. I'd like either Dr. Hickman or Dr. panjer to
cor,r._enton how one accounts for contagion elements.

}_. PaNJER: Contagion is probably the most difficult part in the model.
There aren't really very well known models or ways of L_deling contagion
otJlerthan t_e linear model, _hich leads you to the negative binor,_al
distribution. That's a very difficult proble_._. The non-independence of
claims in catastrophe modeling is also a difficult problem.

}_. }llCFd_q: On the clain_,number side, of course, there's a _ole family
of contagion r._dels. It's perhaps best developed for actuaries in a single
source in the Buelman book. You start with a kind of Poisson model, then
you 'tuck it up'; the Poisson parameter may he drifting one _m)" or
another, _epending upon _£nat's happened before. The theory is quite well
l_nown and d_ey're not all that hard to use.

The question of independence bet_e1_ clair_ n1_l)ers and claim amounts is
so1_ewhathar_er. You certaiILlycan formulate it mathematically because the
generality of clai:ln_ers does get in kind of formula form, although it
is difficult. Another question of contagion I alluded to is that, if you
look sin,ply at total gains for a line, n_st of the old _els required
_ndeper_ence across years to get either asymptotic or finite ruin. These
_levebeen pretty well renoved by several developments, perhaps the most
accessible one belng in llans Gerber's paper (2). It is true that Hans
restricts hmnself to the autoregressive movm_g-average family, but that's a
pretty rich family and cml encompass a lot of dependence across time.
Certainly tl_eproblena isn't solved, but we're making progress.

_4{.JOSEPII J. BUFF: I'd like to slmre briefly some of my experiences which
I think tie into things I've heard s_e of the panelists say, especially
Nate's c_ents on the question of the psychological self image. I think
that a manager in any tecPmical field, whether it be aerospace technology
or insurance company work, will continually find new generations of
students knotting Lmre technical things than he k_ows, simply because
they're in the educational mainstremn. This puts two responsibilities on
the mmmger.

The first is to try to understated the new techniques at least to the point
_ere he has so_e idea of _t his workers are doing. He just pushes
buttons, they go into tJ_eiroffices or sit at their desks, come back and
give him some numbers. He rmst have sore understanding of the techniques,
have s_ idea of what's going on.

7he second concerns the use of jargon. I think that an actuarial manager
is in no better position and certainly no worse position than any other
manager to enforce on his subordinates an abandormmnt of unnecessary
jargon. _ as actuaries have our ovm pretty terrific jargon, and if we
allow our s_udents to start using this sgainst us, it's going to ham our
effectiveness as r_mnagers. I think _e have to be .a_re of that risk and
firstly, not be threatened when we see students throw_ around technical
phrases that we don't understand or have never heard before, and secondly,
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do _£nat I think is the naturally right thing to do, _nieh is to ask for an
explanation. We should get these students to practice their conmunication
skills because 20 years fraa now they will be trying to co_._nicate with
senior VP's or presidents. They have to start to learn to cormunicate with
their o_n managers _no may be relatively young or middle level fellows
themselves, and if you create this environment, these young people coming
into the cempanies will develop the right habits of tearm_ork _ith other
students and with _/lemar_agers. _en we won't have a lot of these problems
institutionalizing the1_melves. If the jargon proble_ become
institutionalized there's going to be tre_nendous resistance to change and
all these technical r_ethods are going to be 1_mtwith resistance. The
students will become impatient. There'll be turnover and all kinds of
other problems and the cow,any won't tale advantage of the resources.

Z_. LO_JLEY-COOK: I agree. I think .jargonis perhaps the biggest barrier
to becoming familiar with the topic. Jargon is used for various purposes.
One is to slmplify things. Another is to make _hat you are saying sound
r;_re in@ortant. If we can eliminate the latter, then we'll all benefit.




